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Response to: ‘Bowman's capsule rupture on 
renal biopsy improves the outcome prediction 
of ANCA- associated glomerulonephritis 
classifications’ by L'Imperio et al

We have read delicately the report by L’Imperio et al.1 We thank 
them for their interest in our work. Previously, we evaluated 
the performance of both Berden’s histopathological classifica-
tion and anti- neutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA) renal 
risk score (ARRS) in the prediction of end- stage renal disease 
in patients with ANCA- associated vasculitis (AAV) with base-
line renal involvement and showed that ARRS might be more 
advantageous, possibly due to the incorporation of baseline 
glomerular filtration rate as a clinical parameter to the histo-
pathological findings.2 However, L’Imperio et al investigated 
the prognostic role of the additional glomerular, tubulointer-
stitial and vascular lesions to the Berden’s scheme and ARRS 
in 52 ANCA- positive patients with AAV all had available renal 
biopsy, complete clinical data. In their multivariable model, the 
authors revealed that inclusion of Bowman’s capsule rupture 
improved the prognostic performance of both Berden’s classi-
fication and ARRS. In their analysis, the selected outcome of 
interest was the time to need for renal replacement therapy 
or death (whichever occurred first) and during a median 31 
months of follow- up, 13 events developed (that eight out of 
them were death). However, one should keep in mind that orig-
inally both classification schemes were developed to predict the 
renal outcome in patients with AAV. Although baseline renal 
involvement is a well- known predictor of mortality in patients 
with AAV, cardiovascular events and infections are responsible 
for the vast majority of deaths3 in those patients. Therefore, the 
selection of a more appropriate outcome measure might ensure 
more precise results.
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